REVEAL THE UNDISCOVERED YOU

ARE YOU READY TO GET NAKED?
Tom Froehlich • Speaker • Author • Coach

If you are looking for a speaker who doesn’t just put on
a performance, but genuinely shares who he is and where
he has been with the audience, you’ve found him. Somewhat unfiltered, Tom tells the audience, as his Grandpa Herb
used to say, "Where the bear crapped in the buckwheat." No,
we're not sure either. Don't ask

Find it and never stop
Never, ever!

More than just an
inspirational speaker,
Tom leads audiences to
take ownership of their

own quest to reveal their true selves.
Growing up in the liberal 60’s in a conservative

Tom has been described as, “A breath of fresh air in a

midwestern town was a challenge in and of itself. Tom’s

world where we can have difficulty catching our breath in

struggle between trying to be the person he was “supposed

the midstof self-doubt.” He not only connects with audienc-

to be” and the person he was “meant to be” led him down a

es, but energizes and inspires them to take control of their

path of fear, isolation, and alcoholism. Through hard work,

lives and become visionaries of their own future.

introspection and self-acceptance, he defined his own life

Through personal anecdotes, philosophical insights and
acerbic wit, Tom inspires audiences to explore a shift in

Endings last as long as
we choose. Beginnings
begin as soon as we
are willing to start.

perspective and
guides them to break

path. Tom draws from his own colorful and deeply personal
life experiences to help others realize their potential and
achieve their dreams.
Tom doesn’t claim to have the answers to all of life’s

the pattern of doubt

questions, but one thing he does know for sure—endings

so they can turn their

last as long as we choose and beginnings begin as soon as

“someday dreams”

we are willing to start. Tom’s ready to start. How about you?

into today’s reality.

Tom speaks regularly on self awareness, unrealized potential
and achieving your goals.
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#TomSpeakz #LetsGetNaked #SpiritualYetVulgar

Comedy Venues

Tom’s Story
Very possibly during a

• World Famous Comedy Store-Los Angeles, CA

mid-life crisis. Tom

• Flappers Comedy Club-Los Angeles, CA

decided to spread his

• The Laugh Factory-Los Angeles, CA

wings and move from

Comedy Show URL

his hometown of

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Kwi9W2M8GQ

Milwaukee, Wisconsin to

Publications

Los Angeles. Well aware of

Whether it be a how-to manual or a book of inspira-

the cliché, he bought a convertible
and drove west until he hit the ocean. He is now a speaker,

tional — and somewhat tawdry quotes — the reader is
invited to rediscover the

transformational thought coach and published author.

person they are

Tom recently relocated from California to Minneapolis.

meant to be. Learn to

He believes, It’s never too late for a new beginning. We

strip away the facades,

always arrive right on time — no matter how cold the

break down the

winters get.

obstacles, see through

Popular Speeches

the self deception and
reveal the genuine you.

• This is Who I Am!
Learn to accept, embrace & celebrate everything
that you are.

• 600 MHz to Success
Body chemistry & how it effects our success.

• Let’s Get Naked!
Explore how powerful & life changing our minds
can be.

Published Articles
Medium.com
• The Chicken Bus

• Sunshine In a Bottle

• Om Shanti

• T he Chair in the Room

• It’s Who We Are

• The Envelope

• Ida Lee & Me

• The Mexican Leprachaun

• My Uncle’s Shoes
• Naked in a Room with a Guy Named Chuck

• Find your Kintsugi Gold
Learn to reveal your gifts & celebrate your flaws.

Noteworthy.com

• Right on Time

• Dream with Your Mind Wide Open
See past facades & embrace your genuine self.

Marketing
All appearances are promoted in conjunction with

• I Woke Up Breathin’ Again

speaking engagements, publication releases and any

Pave your road to true happiness.

Speaking Engagements

other ongoing marketing efforts through placed advertisements as well as social media exposure.

• Wise Divas-I Heart Radio
• Let’s Talk Archetypes-I Heart Radio
• World’s Most Amazing People-I Heart Radio

Tom’s messages resonate with a wide variety of audiences and

Audio file at tomspeakz.com homepage.

he is happy to consider events all over the country from high

• Full Circle Church

school graduations to corporate events. All speeches can be

• Los Angeles PFLAG

presented individually or as an ongoing seiies.

• Symantec Corporation
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